In this letter, we present a method for automatic mura detection for display film using the efficient decision of cut-off frequency with DCT and mask filtering with wavelet transform. First, the background image including reflected light is estimated using DCT with adaptive cut-off frequency, and DWT is applied to background-removed images for generating mura mask. Then, a mura mask is generated by separating lowfrequency noise in the approximation coefficients. Lastly, mura is detected by applying mura mask filtering to the detail coefficients. According to the comparison by Semu index, the results from the proposed method are superior to those from the existing methods. This indicates that the proposed method is high in reliability.
Introduction
These days, the demand for flat panel displays (FPDs) is increasing with the expansion of smart phone and tablet PC markets. Accordingly, the needs of quality inspection of a display film in FPD manufacturing process is increasing to an automatic method for detecting defects. In general, the quality inspection of display film is performed by a machine vision system. However, such systems fail to detect low-contrast defects. For this reason, precise quality inspection is still performed by the naked eye. According to the Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International (SEMI) Standards, mura refers to a defect indicated by a local brightness change that disturbs human vision [1] . SEMI specifies SEMU as a measurement index to evaluate objective reliability [2] .
There are various existing methods for detecting mura, such as removing the background image [3] - [7] and using mura features [8] , [9] . To detect mura by removing the background image, Lu and Tsai [3] , [4] and Wang et al. [5] proposed a method for estimating the background image using singular value decomposition (SVD). This method is very sensitive to pattern directivity, thus making it possible to remove mura features as well. Lee and Yoo [6] proposed a method for estimating the background image using the modified regression diagnostics and Niblack's thresh- olding method. This method is suitable for detecting extended mura, but not spot mura. To detect mura by using mura features, Bi et al. [8] proposed a method using the level set method based on modified active contour. This method requires many calculations, making detection slow, and changes parameters according to image contrast. Li and Tsai [9] proposed a method for detecting mura by applying threshold values to a distance between a direct line decided by modified hough transform and pixel value of the input image. However, this method has a weak point that the limited range of Hough transform parameter has to be redecided according to images. In this paper, we propose an automatic inspection method to detect mura defect. The proposed method consists of three stages: In the first stage, the background image including reflected light is estimated using discrete cosine transform (DCT) with adaptive cut-off frequency and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is applied to backgroundremoved images for generating mura mask. In the second stage, a mura mask free of low-frequency noise is generated by applying the region-growth method to the approximation coefficients. In the third stage, mura is detected by applying mura mask filtering to the detail coefficients to emphasize mura and remove high-frequency noise. Figure 1 illustrates a summary of the proposed automatic mura detection method. In the first stage, the background image is removed using DCT [10] to minimize the influence of illumination, and DWT [11] is applied to analyze the background-removed image in spatial and frequency domains. In the second stage, mura seed points and mura region image are generated by binarizing the approximation coefficients on the basis of standard deviation, and mura masks are generated by adding 8-connected pixels to mura seed points. In the third stage, mura mask filtering is performed using generated mura masks. Mura features are emphasized and high-frequency noise is removed from each detail coefficient. The mura-emphasized image is generated by applying inverse discrete wavelet transform (IDWT) to the filtered wavelet coefficients. Lastly, Semu evaluation is performed with the defect level of the mura detected image.
Automatic Mura Detection Method

Summary of Proposed Method
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Background Removal and DWT Application Using DCT
The horizontal and vertical DCT coefficients are only used to estimate the background image including reflected light in automatic inspection process. Cutoff frequency is decided by using moving average of the rate of change to separate the main and sub components of the horizontal and vertical DCT coefficients with adaptive manner. The following shows the cutoff frequencies.
Where F u is the horizontal cutoff frequency, F v is the vertical cutoff frequency, and C(u, 0) is the horizontal DCT coefficient,
The following shows the filter of the horizontal and vertical DCT coefficients with the cutoff frequency.
The background image is generated by applying IDCT to the DCT coefficients filtered by adaptive cutoff frequency. The background image is removed from the original image by absolute subtraction between original and background images. DWT is applied to the background-removed image to analyze those in spatial and frequency domains. Figure 2 illustrates a process of removing the background image using DCT and applying DWT to them.
Mura Mask Generation
The approximation coefficients generated by DWT, which are LL sub-bands of DWT, have features of the backgroundremoved image. The background-removed image includes mura features as well as some features of remained background even after the removal of background information. Because some features of remained background can be the low-frequency noise, the threshold value is decided using standard deviation to remove the low-frequency noise included in the approximation coefficients. The following shows the threshold.
Where W φ (x, y) is the approximation coefficients, m is the average of the approximation coefficients, and β = 1, 2, · · · , 6. The following shows the binarization of the approximation coefficients with a decided threshold value.
Proposed algorithm to remove low-frequency noise and generate mura mask by applying region-growth method to the approximation coefficients is as follows.
1. The mura seed image is generated on the basis of th mask (β = 6). 2. A mura seed point is generated by eroding a connected component in a generated area with a pixel. 3. Based on th mask (β = 3), the mura region image is generated in which no mura features are lost. 4. Mura mask is generated by adding 8-connected pixels to mura seed point.
A generated mura mask becomes an object which is completely separated from low-frequency noise included in the approximation coefficients. Figure 3 illustrates a process of generating mura mask.
Mura Mask Filtering
The detail coefficients generated by DWT, which are LH, HL, HH sub-bands of DWT, have horizontal, vertical and diagonal high-frequency components of the backgroundremoved image. High-frequency components include not only high-frequency components of mura features but also high-frequency components of remained background features even after the removal of background information.
High-frequency components of remained background features can be the high-frequency noise. To remove such high-frequency noise, mura mask filtering is performed by applying generated mura mask to each detail coefficient. The mask-on component is emphasized as mura features, while the mask-off component is removed as high-frequency noise. The following shows mura mask filtering.
Where W i ψ (x, y) is the detail coefficient, α is the constant, and i = H, V, D.
The mura-emphasized image is generated by applying IDWT to the filtered wavelet coefficients. The muraemphasized image is made into an object connected with mura by applying morphological closing operation, and the mura-detected image is generated by illustrating the object's contour in the original image. Figure 4 illustrates a process of mura mask filtering.
Experimental Results
In this experiment, 200 gray scale images with 410 × 410 pixels were used to calculate a detection rate of the proposed method. The result showed a detection rate of 95.5% with 191 detected images and 9 undetected images.
The detected mura defect is quantized by Semu defined as measurement index in the SEMI standards to evaluate the objective reliability of the proposed method [2] . A lower Semu value means a mura defect more difficult to detect. Semu is defined as follows.
S emu
Where C x is the average contrast of mura being measured, C jnd is the contrast of mura at JND, I M is the average gray level of mura region, I B is the average gray level of background region, and S x is the surface area of mura being measured.
The experiment used similar sample images generated to compare the proposed method with the Semu evaluation results of Chen and Kuo [7] . Figure 5 illustrates the results from detecting mura with the proposed method using sample images which has the gray level difference between mura and background from 10 to 1. Table 1 shows the results of Semu evaluation between the proposed method and Chen and Kuo's method. Similar results are represented by gray level differences 10 to 6. Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of Semu values calculated using the proposed method, Chen and Kuo's method and the sample images generation conditions. Up to gray level difference 4, the proposed method corresponded to the sample images generation conditions in Semu values. Up to gray level difference 6, Chen and Kuo corresponded to the sample images generation conditions in Semu values. The proposed method was excellent.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method for automatic mura detection in display films by using artificial light to remove background noise in an automatic inspection process, using adaptive cutoff frequency in DCT, and performing mask filtering in DWT. By mura mask filtering, the method emphasizes mura features and removes high-frequency noise, thus making it possible to detect mura well in images that have low contrast which has a low contrast between mura and background. The results were superior to those of the existing methods according to the Semu evaluation of detected mura. This indicates that the proposed method is high in reliability.
